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 Abstract 
             It was first shown that the heating of the sun can excite the diurnal atmospheric 
       wave, especially the vertical f ow, in the F2 region of the ionosphere. Studying the drift 
       of ions clue to this flow, it was shown that only the drift along the  magnetic lines of
        force is effective. According to the ionospheric data in North America zone, it was
       found that this drift effect is order of 150 km at most in height and this corresponds to
       the velocity of ions of about  400,---200 cm/sec and to the velocity of thermal f ow of
        about  700,—.)300 cm/sec. 
1 Introduction 
    It has  long been shown that the F2 layer shows many anomalous behaviour. Various 
theories put forward to explain these  phenomena can be classified into two groups i.e. 
one of them is the study of the thermal effects and the other is of dynamo action. 
   The temperature dependence of the ionosphere has been studied based on the various 
methods. But most of these studies are the approach from the temperature dependence of
atomic and molecular processes and that of ion production rate due to the variation of 
atmospheric density distribution and not from dynamics. The former is discussed by 
 GERsoN  [1] and the latter is recently studied by  WEIss [2]. 
   The possiblity of atmospheric wave due to the thermal excitation and the motion of 
ions following this flow will be examined, and some evidences which can be attributable 
to this effect will be shown in this paper. 
2 Thermal Excitation Flow 
   The effect of thermalexpansion in the upper atmosphere was studied by APPLETON [3] 
and recently by WEISS [27. This effect is shown in term of div (Nw) in  the basic continuity 
equation. This term is not so effective for the variation of electron density,  but it seems 
effective for the height variation. w in these course of studies is the vertical velocity of 
 the  mass motion in  the atmosphere i.e. 
           N•div w a
z TN•—  (1) 
                                z  where w—H•  (2)  dt 
   In this paper, we examine these consideration from the point of the thermal excita-
tion flow following the treatments of  PEKERIS  [4] and WILKES [5,  6]. The axes ox, oy 
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are taken in the south and east direction and  oz vertical, positive upward. According to 
WILKES [61, u, v, and w, (x, y and z components of the velocity, respectively) of the 
thermal  excitation  —non-adiabatic— flow are given by 
       Cr    2cotoa-1(ineF (0, ei:cat_i_so     ,t  i a   4 aw2 (f2 —cos2 0)[afact, Po  I " 
                i 0- ri cosoa                                                    Po
rs  (0) ei(at-l-scp)              4 a co2 (f2—cos2  0) Lf aosin 0po 
                                h dH        w H h h)(yx— gHHd z q  JOrs (0) ei(crt-Fs`P) 
where 
     p  y               dx—yhx HHh(  1)q_ h dz 
                                      dq 0 
is (0) ci(ca+s,p)                                             {-   P
o—l-I dz 
   However, it is very difficult to obtain  Z(z) (velocity divergence) with suitable conditions. 
Fortunately, it was shown by WILKES that the thermal excitation  oscillation is identical with 
the oscillation excited by "equivalent gravitational potential" Q. Thus, we treat the 
adiabatic case with the thermal excitation potential Q instead of gravitational potential 
 fl to see the general feature of the excitation flow. 
   Then, equations of motion are, followingthe notations of WILKES, 
                 au                   — 2vCos 0 (±-         at a  aopo +Q) (3) 
                 av    (   p  +Q) (4)  at                        + 2coucos0=— a sin  0 at)cpu 
We take the level of 200 km above the ground as the origin of height. Above this level, 
the temperature increases linearly with height  —T=  Az. That is, standing on the view 
that the temperature variation mainly occurs above the height of 200 km, we condsider 
the thermal excitation wave independent of the semi-diurnal wave. WILKES treated the 
case in which the thermal diurnal heating can excite the semidiurnal wave. 
   Definning the velocity divergence  x by 
  a(u sin0)-F .avaw(5) 
                  a sin  0  ao a sin0at)az
and assuming this may be expressed by the method of separation of variables, 
 X  ----  x (z)  @TS  (0)  eifri+.90 
we can obtain the following equation for  z(z) with the  aid of many other  equations  ; 
 dx(z\ (dc2  dX(z) z(z) do2         c2 dz2 + dz —Yg)h g (y —1)  —  0  , (6) 
where  c2=  ygH. 
The assumption is now made that Q can  be expressed by 
                   Q Q (z)  rs (0)  ei(o+sso) (7) 
From these and other  relations, weobtain the following  relations  ; 
    u ygh (H  dx;cr- a + scot ars ei(o.t+so  (8)  4 a (02 (f2cos' 0)dz[ae f
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                                                                                                      ..sei(01-1-s0          i ygh (H r  cos  e as(9)            V— 
           4a (02 (f2 —cos' 0) dzLf ao sin  0' 
       w —   y  h[H  x+  (H   dX  X^ ].  rs (0)  ei(cri+s0 (10) 
 {--Q  (2)  +a L.ygx.+0  dz                            x1}Ors(0) ei(al-FsCP) (11)  Psl 
    When  T=  igz, (6) becomes 
 x1 dxs   x;0 (12) 
                       de—                 z dz z 
    where 
 /4-1  g  s  (y--1)  y  —1   R/
y  h 
 If we put r2=4sz, the solution of (6) is 
 X  —  P1+1  {Ej/+  1  (r)  +  FY  1+1  (r)}  0rs (0)  ei(5'+'') (13) 
    Substituting this into (10), 
                       h
(1+1'142 
 W[  )  {E  [j1+2(r)—  0.81-11:3.6 J1+1(7)1 
             F  [Y1+2(r)1+1 g  Y  Y(r)1}— jrc(2] eys (0)ect-F.P) (14)         +0 .81+3.6 
    However, w must vanish at the origin i.e. 
 w  = 0 at  r=  0. 
    Then 
                       EY1+(0)                             —— 2 —  CO,  E  >  F  .                        F  J
1+2(0) 
    So that, 
 W {— y1.0,1+2               2(1+ ) E [-/ 1+2(r) Y  ri+1(1)1                                     0.8/+3.6  Q}  0,s  (0) eifrt+so (15)g 
                                                For numerical example, taking 13 
           kfrl 
 —8°K/km,  g  =900  cm/sec2,  R=--R/M 
 n.‘00                                            =8.313 x  107/15 =  5.54  x106 c.g.s. (M 
 4.,  =mean molecular weight) and y =1.4, 
 mso                                            then  1  1. Moreover,  f  cr/2co  1  /2, 
                                              s=1 and  011=P11. Taking  h=100,80,
 meo                                            60 and 40 km, we can  calculate  u/w 
                                         and the result is shown in fig. 1 for  Q —O.
 .40 
                                              From fig. 1, we can see that u/w is 
                                           order of  300,-,600, so that it would  ap-
                                           pear that the horizontal flow is predomi-
   2“nant, though the change of phase in  w             2 4 68 iO 12 14402
uiwmake this ratio very great at some range 
       Fig. 1. Ratio of  horizontal tovertical velocity 
      of free oscillation at any height for various of height. 
      values of equivalent depth (km). It seems very probable that the free
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oscillation of this type (i.e. Q=0) is very small compared with the thermal flow, so that 
we can obtain Q and E approximately according to the above-mentioned consideration.  If 
the temperature increases from 1000°K to 2000°K from morning to noon at the height of 
400 km, w.-=9.2  m/sec. from the equation (2). From the equation (15) if Q is  order of  10" 
c.g.s. (cf. WILKES  [6], eqs. (38) and (39)), w is 8.1  in/sec.. And if the veritcal velocity of 
the free oscillation is one hundredth of this vertical excitation velocity, 
 E  =  5.4x  10-7  . (16) 
Then, u is order of 54 m/sec.. According to LAMB  [7, p. 550]  u/w of very long wave tends 
to  1  lkh (when velocity potential varies as  ei(at—k%)) and if  h  =100  km, u/w=1/kh=400. 
It would appear that this is only the case of free oscillation and thermal potential can excite 
w very greatly in the forced oscillation and  u/w may be at most 10. 
3 Viscosity for Ionospheric Regions 
   According to LAMB [7, p. 627], the effect of viscosity on the viscous fluid wave is as 
 follows  ; when the motion is irrotational, velocity potential  4 is 
 A.  e—v1z2I-1-ky-Fi(kx±0t) 
and the elevation at the free surface  17 is 
 =  a  e-2WI.cos  (kx±o-t) . (17) 
   where  v=  ,a,/  p is kinematic viscosity. 
   It was generally recognized that kinematic viscosity is very effective because p 
(atmosheric density) becomes very low (MARTYN  [8]). In general, the measurement of 
viscosity at low pressure shows that the viscosity is propotional to the pressure because 
L can not be longer than some value  L, (the constant referred to the seize of vessel) 
(JEANS [9]). 
   Thefirst objection to this consideration was raised by YERG  [10]. In this section, we 
evaluate the kinematic viscosity only taking into account the conception of "time" 
usually neglected in the kinetic theory of gases. According to LOEB [11], the  final 
expression for  la is 
 IL   Nm  e  /  L  0 e-Y/L  •r•  dr  -  3NnteL (18) 
                                              where  c is the mean molecular velocity. 
If we consider the contribution fraction R(a) of the particles whose last collision occurred 
 at the distance from  r  =a to  V=  oo measured from the plane considered, 
 e—r/L  y•dr               R(a)    e—  a  /L   +  1)                                            (19) 
 r  •  dr 
   When a is longer than the average velocity U  1/8KT/Th-rn, i.e. if the particles 
necessitate time more  than unit time to reach the plane considered, these particles can not 
contribute to viscosity. Then, it is necessary to take off these contribution  from the 
expression (18). This contribution fraction is 
                R (U) =  e—U/L  (U L+ 1) (20)
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As the collisional frequency  v=U  /L, (20) becomes 
                         R (U)  e—'(v.+  1)
Thus,  tto  (1—e—"  (v  -^-1)) (21) 
wheretto——1—Nm e L 
This is equivalent with YERG's first equation. In fact, integration over all space has the 
meaning when the fleight time from the various distance to the plane considered is equal. 
Even so doing, the derivation still neglects the fleight time of the particles in the distance 
range  a<  U. From the equation (20), 
                         R (a)—e-alL(alL-F 1) 
Put  F  (a)  =1—R  (a) and  P   (a)  R'  (a) 
and put the weight factor of time  U  /a, we can show the corrected contribution fraction. 
 c. F  (a)  •  U  la 
       
S  e                          F'  (a)  •  U  /a 
                                          O and a  U  ,  e—  L  e--' 
Thus the final expression for  It is  
0  (1  —  ev) 
In this derivation, we do not take into account he fact that the faster moving particles 
have longer free paths. It is clear that the effect becomes erious  if  v< 10. Thus this 
effect becomes very important in the upper F2 region and in the exosphere, so that 
kinematic viscosity will decrease gradually in these regions. However, it is clear from the 
equations (16) and (17) the  viscosity is of no effect for such a low frequency long atmos-
pheric wave because  vle2<1. 
4 Electro-dynamic Treatments 
   According to  HiRoNo  [121, the diffusion velocity of charged particles  C, is 
 Cr  = 1 0,2           (er/mr) -{-rwr2) ^H 742+ co, ) E+  (er/inr  V  r)  E11} (23) 
From this equation, we can deduce the well known formulae. We denote here  Co is the 
vertical velocity, w of the air flow in the previous paragraph and C1 and  CB are the 
components of  Co perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field. 
 Cll  cos  I  —  C1   "12  sin/ 
                                                          fir 2 4_ cor2 
 Vr(°r. 
 p•r2+  (0,2 
                                                        2 
                     W,C!! r+C1 Vr  COS 
 71 r(t),2
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where U, V and  TV are southward, eastward and upward velocity of ions respectively. In 
the F 2 region,  1)<C0 and  C1=C0  sin./ and cos I, 
              U  Co sin 1 cos  1- (24) 
 --  C0 I   "" (25)2  
 TV  —  Co  sin'  I (26) 
2) Direct flow 
   Diffusion parallel to the magnetic lines of force is unaffected by  the  field and ions can 
drift with the velocity of atmospheric wind. This is the most important vertical  flow of 
ions in the ionosphere and later it will be shown that attention may be confined to this 
flow only, 
                             W  =  Co sin2 I
where I is magnetic dip, and in the foregoing section, we use the different expression 
used before. So that, we assume  Co may he expressed as the function of cos x. Ten-
tatively, we assume, 
                    W K {(cos  X)12hr.  (COS  X)  670  s1112  I (28) 
where K is a constant and with more plausible form, 
               W K' {rcos x •d(I)} sin' I  (29) 
                                            0 where  4), denotes the local time at sunrise reckoned from noon (angular measure). 
b) Polarization drift 
   We can see from equation (25) that ions can move horizontally at right angle to  H, 
opposite charge in opposite  direction. The polarization is, then, developed at right angle to 
the magnetic field and this field causes the ions of each charge to move vertically with same 
velocity by the combined effect of magnetic field. Each ion, —electron, negative ion and 
positive ion— has the different velocity and they are, if denoted  Ve,  V_ and V+, respectively, 
 —  Co cos  I "2                e6'e(30)
                                                                        ve2_[._,06
 V_=  Co  cos I  v  (31) 
 V+= —  Cocos I P94C° F.9(32) 
                                                                          P -I--C0+- 
The current is 
 j — 
                                                           n__co_  —  eC0 {nevw  
                       ve2+0,e2  +n++ cos I(33)                                          2+27) 2 042 
and 
This current is impeded by the polarization field but according to  HIRO  NO [13], this electric 
field is dissipated by the underlying high conductive E layer. 
   We estimate the diffusion velocity taking into account this shunting effect. The
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polarization field produced by the above-mentioned  mechanism is 
 iydz       E
y—  (34)                                      xy+ yy)E+F 
and directs to positive y, 
where 
                    coo-, sinI         E,, S x, dzdz                                     co  sin' 1+0-1  cos'  I
                                      co a, sin' I-4- (0-,2+o-22)cos2II vy(1-3,ydzdz                                        sin' I+o i cos'  I
and  a•,  is  longitudinal conductivity, 
 a-, is Pedersen conductivity, 
 Ci2 is Hall conductivity. 
   According to  MARTYN  [14], the velocity of the vertical neutral ionization flow W1, 
due to electric field is 
 Wp = G  Jy cos  I (35) 
where Gtan a,tan oti, and tan  cce,i  r  /PM  H 
In the F2 region,  2'  yy is much higher than  Exy, so that impressed field to positive y direc-
tion makes current almost to positive y direction. Moreover,  o- in the F2 region, 
so that tan  a, tan  ai  cry  tends to unity as both  ai and  a, tend to  7r/2  ; and vertical 
                  co 
velocity is 
 W  cosi   EY  
Taking, for example,  11-0.31  -V +3  cos'  0 ,  H—H0(  +ah)3; and using graphically inter-
                                                   a polated  2 and  X,.„ calcualted by H. MAEDA [15], calculation is performed which is shown 
in Table 1. Some feature can be seen from fig. 2.  . 
             Table 1. Polarization Drift Velocity  Wp (per1 cm/sec upward  flow) 
      Geomag. Lat. 0°  30°  60°                                                                   90°
 Wp  (cm/sec)  1.074  x10-2  I  1.103  x  10-2  0.121  x 0-2 
c) Gyro-magnetic  effect. 
   In the F2  region;  as the current may flow mainly along the electric field, it is sufficient 
to consider only  Ey. 
 w• — 
In consequence of the assumption and deduction referred to Section 2, u/w is 10 at most. 
However, at middle and high latitude,  induction drag due to retarding force may become 
serious for the horizontal flow. This was discussed by COWLING [16] and recently by 
 HiRoNo  [17]. According to the latter  worker, this is expressed by
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 Z 
 Cr  -..1111111t,  01,,F region 
     X —  till:                South 
 s
\  ;  \4: i IF s-N \\ 
                                                       \,                       x,E  region__..\!.., 
 1E  i 
 ^'  .  -  East 
 -;  yi  
y 
                    Fig. 2. Schematic thermal f ow, polarization a d current
                               system in the F2 and  F regions. 
                                    coNizzy+0. 
where 
 lay = I I2 cr ,,,,/ p =  5.09  x  1  0–  '  °  .  ni.  (H21  H)2/sec  . 
 0)  =  0.727 x  10-4/sec for solar diurnal wave. 
The calculation shows it is order of  0.1,0.2 for middle and high latitude, if  ni =  106/cc. 
The drift due to  w  •Hx becomes less important because  Hz/H becomes little, for middle and 
high latitude stations. And moreover, if the dynamo field would be produced by these 
wind, the combined effects between earth magnetic field and produced electric field 
make ions drift to reduce this field in the F2 region. This reduces dynamo effects very 
much in this region. In these studies, we neglect he diurnal variation of electircal con-
ductivity. 
5 Evidence for Upward Flow 
   It is expected that the thermal upward flow is most prominent at the geomagnetic 
                                      Table 2. Stations. 
     1. Resolute Bay (Re)  74.7°N, 94.9°W 10. St. John's  (S.J.) 47.6°N, 52.7°W 
     2. Baker Lake - (Ba)  64.3°N, 96.0°W  11. Ottawa (Ot) 45.4°N,  75.9°W      3
.  Narsarssuak  (Nal 61.2°N, 45.4°W 12. Washington (Wa) 38.7°N,  77.1°W 
     4. Point Barrow  (P..B.)  71.3°N, 156.8°W 13. San Francisco (S.F.) 37.4°N, 122.2°W      5. Ft. Chimo (P.C.)  58.1°N,  68.3°W 14. White Sand (N.M.) 32.3°N, 106.5°W 
     6. Churchill  (Ch)  58.8°N,  94.2°W . 15. Baton Rouge  (B.R.) 30.5°N, 91.2°W 
     7. Anchorage  (Aeil  61.2°N, 149.9°W 16. Puerto Rico (P.R.) 18.5°N, 67.2°W      8. Winnipeg  (Wi) 49.9°N,  97.4°W 17. Trinidad  (Tr)  10.6°.N, 61.2°W      9. Prince Rupert  (P.P.) 54.3°N, 130.3°W  -
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high and geographic  low lalitude station, so that we examine  the  data of the middle and 
high latitude stations in North America zone. Using the ionospheric data at equinox and 
summer issued by N. B. S. at Washington from  1951,...,53, we first obtain mean  (hriF2—h'F1) 
at noon for each station. The stations used are shown in the Table 2. 
   Next, we calculate  (cos  --) 12hr  (cos  x)  67„)-  sin2  I at each station, where tan  I= 2 tan  0 
 (0 = auroral latitude). Then separating the stations into the following four  groups  ; a) 
 90°,70°, b)  70°,60°, c)  60°,50°, d)  50°,20° at auroral latitude, we plot  (h'F2—h'Fl) 
against {(cos  X)12hr— (cos at equinox and summer for each group and we can 
see that these points line up having almost the same gradient for all groups. 
   Then, extrapolating these lines to  (1a/F2—h'171) axes and definning these interescting 
points are the origin of thermal excitation drift, we plot again this thermal excitation drift 
 alltogether. It is very easy because they have the nearly same gradient —  60°,50° group 
has only three points, we use the same gradient with  90°,70° group. They are shown in 
 km 
   160  --  
                          cottinat 
 wt.  •PP 
 •Nti. 
       /00 Eh. s.~•B.R. 
 •FC.  Na. 
                                                                   P.B.                                                                         • 
 .50  •Re. 
 0 
 Summer  •Ot. 
 *Ch.  G14/j.  •  Wa 
                                                                            .5,J•aRRAn•                                                      116 
    880••FC  •NM                                                        PB.                                                                       •  •PR  Jr 
 ,50 
• 
 0/  02  03 0.4 OS  06 
             Fig. 3. (A, B) Relation between {(cos  X)121ar  —  (cos  X)  6hr}  sin2 I and 
                 thermal part of  (h/E2-71/F1) for Equinox and Summer, at noon.
                          Table  3. The Intersection Points at Noon. 
           Lat.  90°--70°  I  700-60°  60°-50°  j  500-200 
       Summer 180 km 120 km 75 km 80 km 
 Equinox 100 km 80 km 0 km 
fig. 3A and 3A. The intersection points are shown in Table 3. It seems that this Table 
shows some feature of dynamo drift and of very effective retarding action due to  Fl 
layer at noon. 
   It is clear from fig. 3A and 3B that the thermal drift may  exist, According to
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K. MAEDA  [18], if the variation in height is order of 2H  (H—scale height), the drift velocity 
of ions is  400,...,300 cm/sec. where  x  0°,--,40° and 200  cm/sec where  z  =60.° Assuming the 
scale height is 75 km, then the drift  velocity is order of  400,...,300 cm/sec at the middle 
latititude and that of thermal flow  may be  700,-600  cm/sec. 
   Next, we plot {(cos  z)  „hr—  (cos  Z)  shy}  • sin2  I against auroral latitude for America zone 
and Europe zone. It is assumed that the former has  10° greater auroral latitude than geo-
graphic latitude i.e. auroral latitude  — geographic latitude  ± 10° 
and for the latter, auroral latitude  _----- geographic latitude 
   They are shown in fig. 4. 
 Km 
 '40-07   — 
 NM 
 (20  06  BR.sj 'SF 
 Wt 
 MO  OS  p  •  Chp C.h.rc 
                                                  ••  Na 
 80-0.4A 8a 
• 
 60  -0.3  •PB 
 Re. 
                    40  -02 
                       20-0.1
                         0 -                0 /0 20 30 40  .50 60 70 50 
 Auroral  Cati,tude 
       Fig. 4. Variation of {(cos  X)Lzhf  -(eos  X)6h2.}sin2 I with  auroral atitude for America 
          and Europe  zone. The adjusted points deduced from Fig. 2 are also  rioted.  
I 
500  10 
      11 I               /1,, •   , , 8                                                                                                                                                        --- •                                                                                                 jer 
                    • 
 )1„ 
  cv 
                                                       0,1 
 29• 4 
 100 2 
 0  0L 
     J FMAMJ J A S  OND  FMAKIJJ A  SONO 
   Fig. 5. A. Variation of  hr/F2 throughout the Fig. 5. B. Variation of  f°F2 throughout the 
   year at  Akita and Washington for  1950,...,52 year at Akita and Washington for  1950,...,52 
 at noon. at noon.
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In fig. 4, we plot also the points on the line (adjusted value) deduced from fig. 2. It  seems 
that there is a good agreement between {(cos  x)„h,—  (cos  x)67,,,I•sin2 I and thermal part of 
                                 (h'F2—hT1). We can also see that the longi-
,0  tudinal effect may partially due this  rnecha-
  /  •                                    nism. This effect was obtained by  OBAYASHI 
         /•ab 119].It was also shown by him this effect is 
 as  / prominent at the high latitude stations.  
. The geomangetic control effect of the F2 
                                   layer was first shown by APPLETON [201. 
04 
                                Comparing the data of Shibata (27.3°N) and 
                                Washington (50.3°N) (both stations situate at
                                   the nearly same geographic latitude), he showed
                             ‘s, that the differences of h'F2 and  f°F2 become 
                                    largest when cos x becomes least.  Examingthe
 02 data of Akita (29.6°N) and Washington for 
 1950,52, we also obtain the same result 
                                  shown in fig. 5A and 5B. When we plot
o..  JF'APIJa a SOir-0 { C7 (cos  x)•d  (I)} sin2 I  for each  month forboth 
   Fig. 6.  Variation of {504'r (cos X) (At)}stations,we obtain the curve of same trend 
   sin2 I throughout the year for Akita (fig. 6). Thus we can also suggest that this 
   and Washington. effect may partially due to the geomagnetic 
                                  control effect of the thermal drift. 
6 Conclusion 
   From the above-mentioned consideration, it would appear that the thermal excitation 
flow may exist and this make ions drift along the magnetic lines of force and this ionization 
drift is capable of giving the explanation of anomalous behaviour of the diurnal variation 
of the F2 layer. 
   Thermal flow excites also the dynamo aciton and polarization. However, the former 
is negligible and the polarization drift is much reduced by shunting effect of high conductive 
 E layer. 
   From the ionospheric data in North America zone, it  became clear that this drift is 
150 km in height at most, and this corresponds to the velocity of ions about  400,-200 cm/ 
sec. and to the thermal flow about  700,300 cm/sec.. 
   The longitudinal effect of the F2 layer may partially due to this effect. The ratio of 
the horizontal velocity to vertical velocity  u  w is much reduced as the  thermal- excitation 
can excite w greatly. The effect of viscosity for this flow is negligible. 
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